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Abstract. The Distance Transform on Curved Space (DTOCS) calcu-
lates distances along a gray-level height map surface. In this article, the
DTOCS is generalized for surfaces represented as real altitude data in an
anisotropic grid. The distance transform combined with a nearest neigh-
bor transform produces a roughness map showing the average roughness
of image regions in addition to one roughness value for the whole surface.
The method has been tested on profilometer data measured on samples
of different paper grades. The correlation between the new method and
the arithmetic mean deviation of the roughness surface, Sa, for small
wavelengths was strong for all tested paper sample sets, indicating that
the DTOCS measures small scale surface roughness.

1 Introduction

The roughness of a surface is a property that needs to be measured in many ap-
plications, and the application motivating our research is in quality assessment of
paper. Paper roughness has a significant effect on printability, which eventually
defines the quality of the printed product. The roughness of paper is measured
using profilometers, which acquire the real topography of a surface. The ba-
sic idea of profilometers is that they have a stylus, which travels on a surface
measuring its height [1]. The Distance Transform on Curved Space (DTOCS)
measures distances along surfaces represented as gray-level height maps, or range
images, and can be used directly on the profilometer data. Here, the DTOCS
and its locally Euclidean modification, the Weighted DTOCS (WDTOCS) [2]
are generalized to anisotropic profilometer data, and used for estimating sur-
face roughness based on the fact that distance values calculated along a highly
varying surface are larger than distances calculated along a smoother surface.
The presented method combines the DTOCS with the nearest neighbor trans-
form (NNT), and produces a roughness map, which can be used to compare the
roughness of different regions in the same image. In addition, an average rough-
ness value can be calculated to characterize the whole surface. Other approaches
to roughness inspection utilize statistical features, like kurtosis [3], roughness
parameters, Fourier analysis [4], wavelets [5], and fractal dimension [6, 7].
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2 DTOCS for Anisotropic Grids

The DTOCS calculates distances along gray-level surfaces, when gray-levels are
understood as height values. Local distances, which are summed along digital
paths to calculate the distance transform, are defined as d(pi, pi−1) = |G(pi) −
G(pi−1)| + 1, where G(p) denotes the gray-value of pixel p, and pi−1 and pi are
subsequent pixels on a path. The WDTOCS produces more accurate distance
values by using the locally Euclidean distance between pixels, and the Optimal
DTOCS [8] improves the distance approximation even further. The DTOCS and
the WDTOCS can be used for profilometer data consisting of real height values
without any changes in the distance definitions. The integer gray-values defining
the height differences are replaced with the floating point altitude data. Alter-
natively, the height data could be represented using units, which can be scaled
to integers, for example, data represented in micrometers could be scaled by 10
and then rounded. However, the accuracy of the measuring device can be fully
exploited by using the floating point data directly. Converting the data to a vol-
ume image and using well known distance transforms in 3D [9] would also require
rounding of the height measurements, and result in an increased problem size.

The scaling of the surface must be carefully considered, when using the
DTOCS. The values of the pixels represent the height, or the z-coordinate, of
the surface represented as a range image. If the resolution in the xy-plane differs
from the resolution in the z-direction, the height differences must be scaled in
order to obtain approximations of true distances along the surface. Scaling in the
horizontal image plane is needed, if the grid of the range image is anisotropic or
rectangular, that is, if the resolution in the x-direction differs from the resolution
in the y-direction. Interpolating additional values in the direction with the lower
resolution would inevitably introduce some error compared to measured data,
and lead to a multifold increase in the image size. Instead, the DTOCS local
distances are generalized as follows:

d(pi, pi−1) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

rz |G(pi) − G(pi−1)| + rx , pi−1 neighbor of pi in x-dir.
rz |G(pi) − G(pi−1)| + ry , pi−1 neighbor of pi in y-dir.
rz |G(pi) − G(pi−1)| + max(rx, ry) , pi−1 diag. neighbor of pi

(1)

where rz is the scaling factor for the height differences, and rx and ry are the dis-
tances between neighbor pixels in the x- and y-direction, as visualized in Fig. 1.
The factors rx, ry and rz may have any non-negative values, not necessarily inte-
gers. Similarly, the WDTOCS, in which the local distance is calculated using the
Pythagoras’ theorem from the height difference and the horizontal displacement
between the neighbor pixels, can be generalized to rectangular grids as follows:

d(pi, pi−1) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

√
r2
z |G(pi) − G(pi−1)|2 + r2

x , pi−1 neighbor of pi in x-dir.√
r2
z |G(pi) − G(pi−1)|2 + r2

y , pi−1 neighbor of pi in y-dir.
√

r2
z |G(pi) − G(pi−1)|2 + r2

x + r2
y , pi−1 diag. neighbor of pi

(2)
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Fig. 1. Local distance definitions for the DTOCS (solid lines) and the WDTOCS
(dashed lines) in an anisotropic grid visualized on a surface of 2 × 2 pixels
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Fig. 2. Example of the DTOCS, the WDTOCS and the corresponding projection dis-
tances in a rectangular grid, where rx = 3 and ry = 1
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Fig. 3. Example of the DTOCS, the WDTOCS, and the corresponding projection
distances on anisotropic profilometer data, where rx = 5 and ry = 1
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A small example, where the step lengths are rx = 3 and ry = 1, and the height
scaling is rz = 1, is shown in Fig. 2. The DTOCS and the WDTOCS calculated
from one reference pixel in the rectangular grid are shown in Fig. 2 (b) and (c).
Fig. 3 demonstrates that the DTOCS and the WDTOCS can be applied also
to images with elongated pixels with floating point values. It can be seen that
the DTOCS produces significantly larger values than the WDTOCS. Adding
the horizontal and vertical displacement in the local distance definition clearly
overestimates the locally Euclidean distance, when the values of neighbor pixels
differ by several units.

The DTOCS and its generalization to anisotropic grids are metrics, that is,
the distances are symmetric, positive definite and fulfill the triangle inequality, as
long as only integer gray-levels and scaling factors are involved [10]. Calculating
floating point distance values, either by using the WDTOCS definition or by
having floating point input data, may result in violations of the metrics criteria,
due to the limited precision available. For example, the least significant bits of
the distance values calculated from pixel p to pixel q and from q to p may differ,
as they are the result of several floating point operations.

The roughness measurement method utilizes normalized distance values. Dis-
tances are divided by the so called projection distance [11]. The projection dis-
tance value of pixel p is the length of the shortest path from p to the nearest
reference pixel projected into the image plane. The local distances are obtained
by removing the effect of the height differences from the DTOCS or WDTOCS
local distances, that is, by setting rz = 0 in Eq. (1) and (2). Fig. 2 (d) and
(e), and Fig. 3 (d) and (e) show the projection distances of the corresponding
DTOCS and WDTOCS images. Dividing the DTOCS or WDTOCS distance val-
ues with the corresponding projection distances result in values indicating the
average height variation along the shortest path to the nearest reference pixel.

3 Distance and Nearest Neighbor Transformation

An efficient priority pixel queue transformation algorithm for calculating the
DTOCS is presented in [14]. It is very similar to the Fast Marching algorithm
for calculating forward propagating level sets [15], but the calculations are sim-
pler, as the DTOCS algorithm is developed directly for the discrete geometry
inherent for digital image processing. The reference pixels, from which distances
are calculated, are enqueued into a minimum heap, from which they are de-
queued in priority order. New distance values are calculated for neighbors of
the dequeued pixel, and subsequently enqueued. The best first approach ensures
that distance values are final when they are dequeued, and propagated further.
The projection distance values are calculated simultaneously with the DTOCS
or the WDTOCS values. The propagation order also enables easy implementa-
tion of the nearest neighbor transformation, which assigns the identity of the
nearest feature pixel to each pixel in the image. The distances and the nearest
site are determined according to the DTOCS, as described in [16]. Unique seed
values assigned to each reference pixel are propagated simultaneously with the
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distance values, so that each pixel gets the seed value of the pixel from which
the distance propagated to it. A similar region growing algorithm for tessellation
of 3D volumes is presented in [17]. The complexity of the pixel queue algorithm
is in O(n log nq), where nq is the length of the queue, which varies throughout
the transformation. As nq � n, the algorithm is near-linear, with running times
increasing only slightly with increasing surface complexity [14].

4 Roughness Measurement Using the DTOCS

In the new roughness evaluation method, a distance map is calculated using an
evenly spaced set of reference pixels, or seeds, on the original image. A near-
est neighbor transform is calculated simultaneously to attach each pixel to the
nearest reference pixel. The curved distances within each region are divided by
the corresponding projection distances. The more variation there is around the
seed pixel, the larger are the distances. The averages of the normalized distance
values within each region produce a roughness map of local roughness values.

Fig. 4 illustrates how the roughness measurement method proceeds on a topog-
raphy image. The original surface image, Fig. 4 (a), is 250 pixels wide and 50 pix-
els high, but represents a square surface, a piece of paper of size 2.5 mm×2.5 mm.

(a) Original image, seeds (b) DTOCS image (c) Proj. distance image

(d) NNT image

DTOCS avg. roughness 1.79

1.69

1.75

1.85
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1.85

(e) roughness map

WDTOCS avg. roughness 1.40

1.34

1.38

1.44

1.50

1.43

1.37

1.35

1.39

1.46

(f) roughness map

Fig. 4. The phases in the roughness measurement method (a)–(e). Image (f) shows that
WDTOCS roughness values are consistently smaller than DTOCS roughness values.
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This means that one pixel represents a surface area of size 10 μm× 50 μm. The
height values are measured in micrometers, but as the height variation is very
small compared to the horizontal displacements, a factor 10 is added to the height
component to emphasize the variation. The resulting scaling factors for the local
distances are rx =10, ry =50, and rz =10, or in practise, rx =1, ry =5, and rz =1.

As local distances based on gray-values can vary significantly, the nearest
neighbor transformation can result in any shapes of regions around each site.
The region sizes also vary, as the distance propagation covers more pixels in a
smoother area. Seed pixels in areas with higher variation are typically surrounded
by smaller nearest neighbor regions. On a highly varying surface, some seed
values may not propagate at all, if each neighbor of the seed pixel is closer,
or equally close, to one of the surrounding reference pixels. In such cases, the
roughness value is approximated using the average of the distance values in the
8-neighborhood of the seed pixel, plus one. The idea is that distances from the
reference pixel to its neighbors must be greater or equal to the distance between
each neighbor and some other reference pixel. This approximation can make
the method more robust against noise, as a reference pixel differing significantly
from its neighborhood can “borrow” its roughness value from its neighborhood
rather than cause a peak in the roughness map.

5 Roughness Properties

Surface roughness can consist of different scales of variations, as demonstrated
by the example surfaces in Fig. 5. Synthetic surfaces 2, 3 and 4 are very similar
when examined at close range, as they are created by adding the same noise
component to a flat surface, and to surfaces with larger scale Gaussian variations,
or bumps. It is obvious that surface 2 is smoother than surfaces 3 and 4, and
surface 1 with less local variation even smoother. Surface 5 is locally very smooth,
but the larger scale variation is similar as in surface 4. Surfaces 3-5 demonstrate
so called waviness [4], whereas the term roughness refers to the local variation
present in surfaces 1-4. The third roughness property defined in [4] is called
form, and refers to non-frequency components of the surface topography, which
for paper surfaces should be a flat plane. The first four surfaces in Fig. 5 are
clearly in order of increasing roughness. Surface 5 is smoother than surface 4,
but comparison with surface 3 depends on whether waviness or local roughness is
more significant. Alternatively, roughness properties can be classified into three
different roughness classes: 1) Optical roughness at length scales < 1 μm, 2)
Micro roughness at 1 μm - 100 μm and 3) Macro roughness at 0.1 mm - 1
mm. All these three roughness classes affect paper gloss, and micro and macro
roughness also paper uniformity [18].

Roughness is usually defined as a deviation from an ideal, flat reference plane,
where all the surface elements are in the same level. Our distance transform ap-
proach is designed for measuring local or smaller scale roughness, and additional
measures will be needed to extract waviness properties. In the experiments, the
DTOCS roughness measure is compared to the arithmetic mean deviation, Sa,
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Fig. 5. Profiles of example surfaces with different roughness properties

calculated from the so called roughness surface, from which the effect of the
waviness has been removed by filtering. The measured topographies are filtered
using a Gaussian filter in order to extract roughness and waviness surfaces from
the inspected surface. The result of low-pass Gaussian filtering is the waviness
surface, and the roughness surface is extracted from the original surface by sub-
tracting the waviness surface from the original surface, see Fig. 6. The filter is
calculated by a direct convolution of the surface topography with a Gaussian
weighting function S(x, y), which is given by

S(x, y) =
1

βλxcλyc
exp

{

− π

β

[(
x

λxc

)2

+
(

y

λyc

)2]}

, (3)

where x and y are the positions from the center of the weighting function,
(λxc,λyc) are the cutoff wavelengths at 50% attenuation ratio and β = ln2/π [4].
ISO standards recommend cutoff wavelengths 0.08, 0.25, 0.8, 2.5, and 8 mm [19].

The roughness surface can be characterized by statistical analysis, 2-D spec-
tral analysis and time series analysis. A statistical roughness parameter, the
arithmetic mean deviation of the surface, Sa, is defined as

 

A profile from the original surface G
A profile from the waviness surface W
A profile from the roughness surface Z

Fig. 6. Profiles from the original, the waviness and the roughness surface
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Sa =
1

NxNy

Ny∑

i=1

Nx∑

j=1

|Z(xj , yi)|, (4)

where Nx and Ny are the number of data points in the x- and y-direction and
Z(x, y) is the height value of the roughness surface in point (x, y). The Sa pa-
rameter is very commonly used in practical applications [4], so obtaining high
correlations between the DTOCS roughness measure and Sa indicates that the
new roughness evaluation method can be useful in practice.

6 Experiments

The roughness of synthetic images, some of which were used as examples in
Fig. 5, were evaluated using the DTOCS and the WDTOCS. The nine original
surfaces in Fig. 7 a) are arranged so that the waviness increases from top to bot-
tom. The first surface is flat, the second one contains Gaussian bumps, and in the
third surface the Gaussian bumps are twice as high or deep. The local roughness
increases from left to right, so surfaces to the left are locally smooth, surfaces
in the middle contain a noise component, and to the right, the noise component
is doubled. The standard deviation of surface height values is indicated above
each image. Fig. 7 (b) shows the DTOCS roughness maps of the corresponding
test surfaces. The WDTOCS roughness maps, not shown due to lack of space,
are visually similar, but with consistently lower roughness values. The intensity
of each region indicates the local roughness value, that is, darker regions lie in
smoother areas of the image. Areas with only local roughness without waviness
can have equally high DTOCS roughness values as areas containing Gaussian

fsurf  std 0.00 fsurfn  std 0.68 fsurfn2  std 1.36 fsurf: roughness 1.00 fsurfn: roughness 1.21 fsurfn2: roughness 1.37

gsurf  std 1.40 gsurfn  std 1.55 gsurfn2  std 1.95 gsurf: roughness 1.06 gsurfn: roughness 1.25 gsurfn2: roughness 1.41

gsurf2  std 2.79 gsurf2n  std 2.87 gsurf2n2  std 3.10 gsurf2: roughness 1.11 gsurf2n: roughness 1.30 gsurf2n2: roughness 1.46

(a) Original surface images (b) DTOCS roughness maps

Fig. 7. Synthetic images and their roughness maps based on a 10 × 10 grid of seeds
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Fig. 8. A sample from test set C, and its DTOCS roughness map
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Fig. 9. Correlation values for comparison between Sa and DTOCS or WDTOCS

bumps, as a smooth slope produces only slightly larger distance values than a flat
surface. The average roughness values shown above each surface image increase
only slightly with increasing waviness.

Experiments on real profilometer data were performed using sample sets,
which include a variety of paper samples and cardboard samples. Sample set
A consists of 8 light weight coated paper samples, sample set B of 11 super-
calendered paper samples and sample set C of 8 base cardboard samples. The
first two sample sets, A and B are similar in roughness compared to set C, which
is significantly rougher. Each sample was marked with a 15mm × 15mm mea-
surement area, on which the profilometer measurements were performed. The
resolution in the x-direction is 10μm and the resolution in the y-direction 50μm.
The height value is given in micrometers, that is, rx = 10, ry = 50 and rz = 1.
One sample from the roughest test set C is shown in Fig. 8, visualizing also
the 6 × 6 grid of seed pixels used in the experiments. It can be seen that the
roughness variation is very small within the image, resulting in almost square
regions in the roughness map. The variation in the corresponding WDTOCS
roughness map is even smaller. This is due to the fact that the height variation
in the profilometer data is small compared to the resolution in the x-direction,
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Fig. 10. Scatter plots of Sa and DTOCS or WDTOCS roughness values for a combined
test set including set A and set B, and for a test including sets A, B and C

and especially compared to the resolution in the y-direction. The normalization
with the corresponding projection distance makes the effect of the variation in
the y-direction almost negligible. A scaling factor for the height variation, as in
the example shown in Fig. 4, may be introduced in future works to emphasize
the height variation.

The results in Fig. 9 show high correlations between the DTOCS or the
WDTOCS roughness measure, and the arithmetic mean deviation Sa. The re-
sults are good for the micro roughness wavelength 0.08 mm, and relatively good
for the macro roughness wavelengths 0.25 mm and 0.8 mm. The filtering wave-
length 2.5 mm approaches the size of the measurement area, so the resulting Sa

value does not characterize the surface accurately. The correlations calculated
using the micro roughness wavelength are strong for all tests sets A, B and C
separately, and also for a combined set containing the samples from A and B,
and a set containing all samples from A, B and C. Since the samples in set C
are clearly rougher than the samples in A and B, the correlation is very strong,
but it can been seen from Fig. 10 (b) that there is a clear linear dependency
between the DTOCS or WDTOCS roughness values, and the Sa roughness pa-
rameter calculated using the micro roughness wavelength 0.08 mm. Fig. 10 also
illustrates, that the DTOCS roughness values are consistently higher than the
WDTOCS roughness values, as the DTOCS local distance overestimates the
locally Euclidean distance between neighbor pixels.

7 Discussion

A new distance transform method has been developed for measuring surface
roughness. The distance transforms, the DTOCS and the WDTOCS, which
measure distances along a surface, have been generalized to anisotropic grids.
Previously, the distance transforms have been applied to gray-level images, but
the new modifications are applicable to floating point altitude data. In the new
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roughness measurement method, the distance transforms are combined with a
nearest neighbor transform to produce a roughness map characterizing local
roughness within regions of the image. Experiments were performed on synthetic
surfaces, and on real topographies of paper surfaces obtained using a profilome-
ter. The correlations between the arithmetic mean deviation of the surface, Sa,
for the micro roughness wavelength, and the new methods were strong for all
test sets. The results suggest that the roughness can be calculated directly from
the topography using the DTOCS or the WDTOCS, without first extracting the
roughness surface using Gaussian filtering. Further experiments and comparisons
to other methods will be performed in future work.

In future work, the distance transform method will be tested using different
numbers of seed pixels for the nearest neighbor transform. Alternative configu-
rations, like a hexagonal grid of seeds, may also be beneficial compared to the
square grid used here. Also, more tests are needed to determine whether the
WDTOCS method provides more accurate results compared to the DTOCS,
which is slightly simpler and faster to calculate. Furthermore, as it is well known
that the piecewise Euclidean distance overestimates true distances (see e.g. [20]),
the more accurate Optimal DTOCS [8] will be generalized to images of unequal
resolution, for example, by using weights derived by Sintorn and Borgefors [12]
for distance transforms of binary images in rectangular grids. Alternatively, ideas
behind weighted 3D distance transforms for elongated voxel grids [13] could be
utilized in order to obtain more accurate approximations of true distances along
anisotropic gray-level surfaces. However, in measuring surface roughness, using
the most accurate approximations of true distances may not be necessary, as
long as the distance values increase in proportion with the surface variation. As
shown by the experiments, the effect of the height variation may need to be em-
phasized by using a scaling factor for the height component of the local distance.
In this work, the distance values approximate the true distance measured along
the representation of the surface. However, the representation is not entirely ac-
curate, as the sparse 50 μm resolution data misses some small scale variation in
the surface. In future work, data measured at the more dense resolution, 10 μm,
in both directions will be available for comparison.

This work is part of a research project aiming to develop a machine vision
system for measuring the roughness of paper, which could be used in paper indus-
try during processing. The new method was shown to be a simple and efficient
approach to characterize the micro roughness of paper surfaces. Particularly,
the roughness maps, which provide interesting information about the roughness
properties of different areas of the surface, will be investigated further. If the
DTOCS roughness values and the Sa values calculated from the same nearest
neighbor regions are found to correlate, the DTOCS provides an easy way to
divide the surface to areas with different roughness properties. The distance
transform measurements could be part of a larger pattern recognition system,
providing features to be used together with, for example, fractal dimension or
statistical features in classifying any surfaces, not just paper, by their roughness.
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